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Location:UlitsaVorovskogo, Russia 

August1944

UniversityType:FEDERAL Government

SOUTH URAL STATE UNIVERSITY
The university follows the education policy of improving the training of the students. Science is also the most 

important priority of the university. They have the best laboratory in which the students learn, grow and develop themselves.

South Ural State University is recognized by NMC and WHO. It is affiliated with the Ministry of
Education and Science, Russia.
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The university provides 6-year MBBS with a 1-year

internship to the students.

The internship is mandatory and must be taken by all the

students.

students toenhance their knowledge.

The good international relations of the university makes it

The environment of the college helps students in their overall

development.

The MBBS course is affordable and worth it at this university.

This college is comfortable and feasible for foreign students.

The fees structure is flexible and convenient for the students.

The college has a library with a large number of books.
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The college is recognized by WHO.

convenient for the students to pursue education.

Seminars and conferences are organized regularly for the
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WHY MBBS IN SOUTH URAL STATE UNIVERSITY
✓

https://www.rmcedu.com/study-mbbs.html
https://www.rmcedu.com/study-mbbs.html


You are at least 17 and maximum 25
years old on or before 31st December
of the admission year.
You have passed Class 12th with PCB
and English subjects from a board
recognized by the Authorities in India.
You have secured a minimum of 50% in
PCB in 10+2.
You have qualified NEET Exam.

Distance Learning Courses for Foreign
Citizens Bachelor's Degree Programs
Specialist's Degree Programs
Master's Degree Programs
Doctorate Programs
Professional training programs
Lifelong learning opportunities
Educational projects
Access to educational activities

Process for getting admission in MBBS
in Russia is very simple. Russian
Medical Universities do not require
Indian students to pass any entrance
exams for admission in MBBS Course.
Admissions are based on a first come
first served, subject to the candidate
satisfying the eligibility criteria set by
the Russian medical University and
NMC (*for Indian students).
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
✓

CAREER OPPURTUNITIES ADMISSION PROCESS

Affiliation And Recognition of South Ural State Medical University

South Ural University
South Ural State Medical University, Russia is recognized by the
Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation.
The college is also recognized by the National Medical Council
(NMC).
The college is authorized by the World Health Organization
(WHO).

Pediatric faculty
Faculty of Social work
Higher nursing education and management
faculty
Dentistry faculty
Disease Prevention faculty
Pharmaceutical faculty

✓ These are the renowned bodies who have given recognition the Medical faculty
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Faculties of South Ural State Medical University
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FEE STRUCTURE
2023-2024 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year

PLEASE NOTE :
Mess charges not included in the fee structure.
Best Career Consultancy Charge 125000 + GST

4th Year 5th Year 6th Year

COLLEGE FEE

HOSTELFEE

2000 USD

18000RUB

30000RUB

238000RUB

NA

9000RUB

18000RUB

NA

9000RUB

18000RUB

238000RUB 238000RUB

NA

9000RUB

18000RUB

238000RUB

NA

9000RUB

18000RUB

238000RUB

NA

9000RUB

18000RUB

238000RUB

MEDICAL INSURANCE + 
REGISTRATION + DOCUMENT 

TRANSLATION + VISA EXTENSION + 
NOTARIZATION + LEGALIZATION + 

EQUIVALENCE CERTIFICATE + 
AIRPORT PICKUP

ONE TIME ADMINISTRATIVE
CHARGE


